Needs a 1/16" pin attached to gage.

REFERENCE:
NATIONAL SWING MOTION TRUCK
ROCKER SEAT BEARING
CONDEMNING LIMIT GAGE 51933
ABC NACO DRAWING 51933 REV A

MANUFACTURING TOLERANCE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: +/- 1/32"

BOXED DIMENSIONS IS MINIMUM
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .020"
REFERENCE:
AAR D MANUAL M-214

Material:
Stainless Steel 17-7
Thickness: 3/16"
Hardened

Scale: 1X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.
ROCKER SEAT BEARINGS GAGE

Size: A
Job#: W996
Disk: REV. D
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